Our Partners

Ministry of Environment and Forests, Govt of India
The Ministry of Environment and Forests (MoEF) is the nodal agency in the administrative structure of the Central
Government for the planning, promotion, co-ordination and overseeing the implementation of India’s environmental
and forestry policies and programmes.
The primary concerns of the Ministry are implementation of policies and programmes relating to conservation of
the country’s natural resources including its lakes and rivers, its biodiversity, forests and wildlife, ensuring the
welfare of animals, and the prevention and abatement of pollution. While
implementing these policies and programmes, the Ministry is guided by
the principle of sustainable development and enhancement of human wellbeing.
The Ministry also serves as the nodal agency in the country for the United
Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), South Asia Co-operative
Environment Programme (SACEP), International Centre for Integrated
Ministry of Environment & Forests
Government of India
Mountain Development (ICIMOD) and for the follow-up of the United
Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED). The
Ministry is also entrusted with issues relating to multilateral bodies such as
the Commission on Sustainable Development (CSD), Global Environment
#=?EHEPUĠ$"# =J@KBNACEKJ=H>K@EAOHEGA"?KJKIE?=J@0K?E=H KQJ?EHBKNOE==J@-=?Eł?Ġ"0 - =J@0KQPDOE=J
Association for Regional Co-operation (SAARC) on matters pertaining to the environment.
The broad objectives of the Ministry are:
x KJOANR=PEKJ=J@OQNRAUKBŃKN= B=QJ= BKNAOPO=J@SEH@HEBA
x Prevention and control of pollution
x Afforestation and regeneration of degraded areas
x Protection of the environment and
x Ensuring the welfare of animals
These objectives are well supported by a set of legislative and regulatory measures, aimed at the preservation,
conservation and protection of the environment. Besides the legislative measures, the National Conservation
Strategy and Policy Statement on Environment and Development, 1992; National Forest Policy, 1988; Policy
Statement on Abatement of Pollution, 1992; and the National Environment Policy, 2006 also guide the Ministry’s
work. SSSIKABEn
The Ministry, is actively associated with CMS VATAVARAN, since its inception in 2002. The Festival acts as a catalyst
in taking up multifaceted environmental issues, share available knowledge, highlight the deep interconnectedness
between sectors and issues, encourage critical thinking and help shift entrenched attitudes and practices. This
BAOPER=HEOPDQOBQHłHHEJC*K"#OKJAKBPDAEILKNP=JPI=J@=PAKB?NA=PEJC=S=NAJAOO=J@>QEH@EJCJAPSKNGEJCKJ
conservation issues in the country.
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The Royal Norwegian Embassy, New Delhi
The Royal Norwegian Embassy represents the Government of Norway in India. The Norwegian Embassy’s support
PKPDAPD *0313/+"JRENKJIAJP4EH@HEBA#EHI#AOPER=H=J@#KNQINAŃA?PO+KNS=UO?KIIEPIAJP
PKOPNAJCPDAJ EJPAJOEBU=J@BQNPDAN@ARAHKL=IQPQ=HHU>AJAł?E=H?KKLAN=PEKJSEPD&J@E=PDNKQCDOPN=PACE?QOAKB
its resources and expertise.
O OP=PA@ EJ PDA +KNSACE=J $KRANJIAJPO &J@E= 0PN=PACU  H=QJ?DA@ EJ QCQOP   +KNS=U NA=BłNIO EPO
commitments to strengthening the dialogue and cooperation with India on sustainable solutions to national and
global environmental and climate issues.
The Royal Norwegian Embassy in New Delhi has been mandated by the Norwegian Government to promote
cooperation with India on environment and climate change at government level, between institutions and businessto-business. Building partnerships, between our countries, and across sectors, is a guiding principle of the work the
Embassy is doing. The Joint Commission at the Foreign Ministers’ level was established in 2005, followed by setting
up of various inter-ministerial Joint Working Groups notably in culture,
science and technology, hydrocarbons, education and environment.
The Embassy is proud to be a facilitator of project cooperation between
some of the most prominent institutions and centres of excellence in
&J@E= =J@ +KNS=U KJ EOOQAO KB IQPQ=H EJPANAOP =J@ >AJAłP  HEGA FKEJP
research projects related to energy, climate change and the environment.
We strive to build public-private partnerships in order to achieve our
common goals.
For more information about Norway and the Royal Norwegian Embassy,
please visit SSSJKNS=UAI>KNCEJ
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Deutsche Gesellschaft fuer Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH;
Natural Resource Management Programme
India’s Approach Paper to 12th Five Year Plan (2012-17) aims at achieving “faster, sustainable and more inclusive
growth”. While setting an ambitious economic growth target at 9 percent per annum during 2012-17, the Approach
Paper also notes that “economic development will be sustainable only if it is pursued in a manner which protects
the environment”. With acceleration of economic and population growth and extreme poverty, there is a need for
greater attention to the management of water, forests and land in order to mitigate pressure on natural resources.
The emerging challenge of climate change is another major threat to environmental resources and thus posing a
new challenge to sustainable development.
The Government of India emphasises the importance of integrating
and mainstreaming natural resource and environmental management
concerns into all development activities. Priority areas are livelihood
security for the poor, inter- and intra-generational equity, integration
of environmental concerns in economic and social development,
use of economic principles in environmental decision making for
ABł?EAJP NAOKQN?A QOA  CKK@ CKRANJ=J?A  =J@ EJ?NA=OA@ EJRAOPIAJP
in environmental conservation. Conservation and sustainable use of
biodiversity to enhance livelihood security, promotion and valuation of
biodiversity and ecosystem services in the national planning process
including study of the economics of ecosystems and biodiversity are
other focus areas.
The Indo-German development cooperation works towards enhancing the environmental resource base through
innovative approaches, and address the risks posed by climate change. GIZ supports the policies of the government
in this sector by strengthening India’s own development efforts with a view to achieve the national development
objectives, the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), and implementation of international environmental
conventions.
GIZ engages stakeholders at different levels to facilitate change and empower implementing partners. Partner
orientation combined with a wealth of regional and technical competence and established management expertise
allow for the application of not only for technical solutions but also for institutional and structural solutions. This
QJEMQA LKOEPEKJ D=O =HHKSA@ $&7 PK >A PDA łNOP EJPANJ=PEKJ=H @ARAHKLIAJP =CAJ?U PK SKNG KJ ?HEI=PA ?D=JCA
adaptation in rural areas of India.
1DALNKCN=IIAOQLLKNPOL=NPJANO=PPDAJ=PEKJ=H=J@OP=PAHARAHOBKN@AOECJEJCEJJKR=PERAłJ=J?EJC=LLNK=?DAO
BKN OQOP=EJ=>HA J=PQN=H NAOKQN?A I=J=CAIAJP  EILNKREJC PDA ABł?EAJ?U =J@ ABBA?PERAJAOO KB LQ>HE? =J@ LNER=PA
EJRAOPIAJPOEJ=CNE?QHPQNA=J@J=PQN=HNAOKQN?AOOA?PKN =J@łJ@EJC=LLNKLNE=PAOKHQPEKJOBKN=@=LP=PEKJPK?HEI=PA
change. SSSCEV@AAJ
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Zee News
Zee News’ ‘My Earth My Duty’ campaign, launched on June 5, 2010, is a social
initiative with an objective to spread awareness on climate change with over 1 crore
trees planted in the last two years.
The initiative aims at engaging various members of the society to sensitise and
encourage them to take concrete action towards mitigating the effects of climate
change. The initiative aims at engaging various members of the society to sensitise
and encourage them to take concrete action towards mitigating the effects of
climate change. The campaign reached out to a whopping 50 million people last
year and entered Limca Book of Records 2010-2011for setting a record of planting
more than 7.3 million trees in one single day(25th August 2010) across . 25
million villages and all the District Headquarters in India. This year, Zee News once again rolled out the campaign
in association with NYKS with the same objective on World Environment Day (June 5, 2011). DPPLġVAAJASO

EJ@E=?KIIUA=NPD

Indian Oil
&J@E=J,EH EO &J@E=O Ń=CODEL J=PEKJ=H KEH ?KIL=JU SEPD >QOEJAOO EJPANAOPO OPN=@@HEJC PDA AJPENA DU@NK?=N>KJ R=HQA
?D=EJBNKINAłJEJC LELAHEJAPN=JOLKNP=PEKJ=J@I=NGAPEJCKBLAPNKHAQILNK@Q?POPKATLHKN=PEKJLNK@Q?PEKJKB
crude oil & gas, marketing of natural gas and petrochemicals. It is the leading Indian corporate in the Fortune ‘Global
500’ listing, ranked at the 98th position in the year 2011.
With over 34,000-strong workforce, IndianOil has been helping to meet India’s energy demands for over half a
century. With a corporate vision to be the Energy of India, IndianOil closed the year 2010-11 with a sales turnover of
/O  ?NKNAĠ IEHHEKJ =J@LNKłPOKB/O?NKNAĠ IEHHEKJ 
P&J@E=J,EH KLAN=PEKJO=NAOPN=PACE?=HHUOPNQ?PQNA@=HKJC>QOEJAOORANPE?=HO/AłJANEAO -ELAHEJAO *=NGAPEJC /!
Centre and Business Development – E&P, Petrochemicals and Natural Gas.
To achieve the next level of growth, IndianOil is currently forging ahead on
a well laid-out road map through vertical integration— upstream into oil
exploration & production (E&P) and downstream into petrochemicals – and
@ERANOEł?=PEKJ EJPK J=PQN=H C=O I=NGAPEJC =J@ =HPANJ=PERA AJANCU  >AOE@AO
globalisation of its downstream operations. Having set up subsidiaries
in Sri Lanka, Mauritius and the United Arab Emirates (UAE), IndianOil is
simultaneously scouting for new business opportunities in the energy
markets of Asia and Africa. SSSEK?H?KI
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Doordarshan
Doordarshan, the public service broadcaster, is the largest terrestrial network in the world. The service started on
September 15, 1959, to transmit educational and developmental programmes on an experimental basis. Doordarshan
D=OI=@AOECJEł?=JP?KJPNE>QPEKJPK=??AHAN=PAOK?EKA?KJKIE??D=JCA LNKIKPAJ=PEKJ=HEJPACN=PEKJ=J@OPEIQH=PA
O?EAJPEł?PAILANAEJC=LQ>HE?OANRE?A>NK=@?=OPAN EPOPNERAOPK?=NNUOK?E=HHUNAHAR=JPIAOO=CAOEJEPOLNKCN=IIA
content. Doordarshan has a three-tier programme service – National, Regional and Local. The emphasis in the
National programmes is on events and issues of interest to the entire nation. These programmes include news and
current affairs, magazine programmes and documentaries on science, art and culture, environment, social issues,
OANE=HO IQOE? @=J?A @N=I==J@BA=PQNAłHIO1DANACEKJ=HLNKCN=IIAO?=PANPKPDAEJPANAOPOKB=L=NPE?QH=NOP=PA 
EJPDAH=JCQ=CA=J@E@EKIKBPD=PNACEKJ1DAHK?=HLNKCN=IIAO=NA=NA=OLA?Eł?=J@?KRANHK?=HEOOQAOBA=PQNEJC
local people.
DD’s national programmes inculcate a sense of unity and fraternity with its healthy mix of entertainment,
information and education. All major national events as well as educational programmes and issues related to
women, tribal affairs and other public service programmes are broadcast on regular basis. Prasar Bharati has
entered into a partnership with the Public Service Broadcasting Trust (PSBT) to source quality documentaries on
R=NEKQOEOOQAOKB?KJ?ANJPKPDALQ>HE?-N=O=ND=N=PE=HOKL=NPE?EL=PAO=?PERAHUEJPDA=JJQ=H@K?QIAJP=NUłHI
festival – Open Frame. Doordarshan opened its windows to the world by launching its international channel on 14th
March, 1995. The Channel, earlier known as DD World was renamed DD India in 2002.
The programming offers international viewers an update on the Indian social, cultural,
political and economic scene. DD India was launched with a mission “to build bridges
of communication with Indians living abroad and to showcase the real India, its culture,
its values, its traditions, its modernity, its diversity, its unity, its agony and its ecstasy
to the entire world through programmes of high quality, that will inform, educate and
entertain people in the highest traditions of public service broadcasting.” DD India can
be watched in 146 countries across the world through PAS -9 and PAS -10 satellites. It
carries news bulletins, features on topical events, entertainment programmes, feature
łHIO  IQOE? =J@ @=J?A  ?DEH@NAJ LNKCN=IIAO  ARAJPO =J@ PKQNEOI &J =@@EPEKJ PK
Hindi and English, programmes in Urdu, Punjabi, Telugu, Tamil, Kannada, Malayalam,
Gujarati and Marathi form an essential ingredient of this international channel’s offering.
Doordarshan is the only television network in the country which has diverse programming on family welfare,
women, children and the less privileged. It also beams programmes on agricultural information and knowledge,
preservation of environment and ecological issues. Since VATAVARAN 2002, Doordarshan has been providing
consistent support in promoting the festival across India.

SSS@@EJ@E=CKREJ
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Union Bank
A Glorious Past - A Brighter Future
Union Bank of India was established on 11th November 1919 with its headquarters in the city of Bombay now known
=O*QI>=E1DA%A=@,Bł?A>QEH@EJCKBPDA=JGEJ*QI>=ES=OEJ=QCQN=PA@>U*=D=PI=$=J@DE PDA#=PDANKBPDA
nation in the year 1921, and he said on the occasion:
ļ4AODKQH@D=RAPDA=>EHEPUPK?=NNUKJ=>EC>=JG PKI=J=CAABł?EAJPHU?NKNAOKBNQLAAOEJPDA?KQNOAKBKQNJ=PEKJ=H
=?PEREPEAO 1DKQCD SA D=RA JKP I=JU >=JGO =IKJCOP QO  EP @KAO JKP BKHHKS PD=P SA =NA JKP ?=L=>HA KB ABł?EAJPHU
managing crores and tens of crores of rupees.”
His prescient words anticipated the growth of the bank that has taken place in the decades that followed. The Bank
now operates through over 2800 branches across the country. The Bank’s core values of prudent management
SEPDKQPECJKNEJCKLLKNPQJEPEAOEONAŃA?PA@EJPDAB=?PPD=PPDA=JGD=OODKSJQJEJPANNQLPA@LNKłP@QNEJC=HHUA=NO
of its operations.
Union Bank has been playing a very proactive role in the economic growth of India and it extends credit for the
requirements of different sectors of economy. Industries, exports, trading,
agriculture, infrastructure and the individual segments are sectors in which
the bank has deployed credit to spur economic growth and to earn from
= SAHH @ERANOEłA@ LKNPBKHEK KB =OOAPO /AOKQN?AO =NA IK>EHEOA@ PDNKQCD
QNNAJP 0=REJCO=J@1ANI!ALKOEPO=J@PDNKQCDNAłJ=J?A=J@>KNNKSEJCO
from abroad. The Bank has a large clientele base of over 24 million.
On the technology front the Bank has taken early initiatives and 100% of
its branches are computerised. The Bank has also introduced Core Banking
Solution with connectivity between branches. 100% of the business of the
Bank is under Core Banking Solution making it a leader among its peers
in infusion of technology. Many innovative products are developed using
the technology platform to offer an array of choices to customers, adding speed and convenience to transactions.
Technology will also enable the Bank to derive substantial cost reduction while creating the requisite capacity to
handle the ever increasing volume of business in a competitive environment that offers immense opportunities.
At the end of September 2011 the Bank achieved total business level of INR3,42,856 crore (Rupees Three Lakh Forty
PSKPDKQO=J@"ECDPDQJ@NA@łBPUOET?NKNA ADEJ@=HHPDAOA=?DEARAIAJPOEO=@A@E?=PA@PA=IKBOP=BB SDE?DEOPNQHU
cosmopolitan in its composition. Many generations of members of staff have contributed in building up the strong
A@Eł?AKBPDA=JG1DALNAOAJPPA=IKBKRANIAI>ANOKBOP=BB@EOPEJCQEODAOEPOAHBSEPDEPO?QOPKIAN?AJPNE?EPU 
willingness to learn and adherence to values enabling us to be recognised as a caring organisation where people
enjoy their work and relationship with customers. SSSQJEKJ>=JGKłJ@E=?KEJ
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Essar Foundation
The Essar Foundation seeks to positively impact in the lives of all who come into contact with the group’s operations.
The 3E framework is a way of focusing efforts and resources. Within that framework Entrepreneurship, Environment
& Education, six long-standing programmes exist. They focus on education, health, women’s empowerment,
livelihood, infrastructure and environment. These programmes have a dual function. Firstly, to create awareness
and then to make positive improvements.
In all the programmes there is a strong element of awareness-raising as a means of empowering individuals
and communities. Helping people develop skills is a way of breaking cycles
of dependency. This is one way in which CSR investments lead to changed
behaviors. There is simultaneously an emphasis on partnering with existing
agencies, whether government or non-governmental organisations, rather than
creating new initiatives. This means Essar’s resources and investments are
used to amplify positive impacts.
3Es:
 Entrepreneurship: Essar is built on the spirit of entrepreneurship. It
encourages that spirit in its employees and other stakeholders. Essar promotes
entrepreneurship by providing skills, creating new business opportunities and
nurturing entrepreneurs so that they can make new beginnings.
Education: Education is central to human progress and pivotal in the growth of communities and economies.
Essar seeks to empower the communities it touches by providing young minds with knowledge and inspiring
creativity and innovation.
Environment: Essar views the environment as the natural habitat as well as the social and cultural needs of people
SDKOAHERAOEPPKQ?DAO"OO=NOPNERAOPKIEJEIEOAPDAJAC=PERAEIL=?PEPD=O=J@I=TEIEOAPDA>AJAłPOEP?=J>NEJC
to communities.
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SAIL
Steel Authority of India Limited (SAIL) is the leading steel-making company
in India. It is a fully integrated iron and steel maker, producing both basic
and special steels for domestic construction, engineering, power, railway,
automotive and defense industries and for sale in export markets. SAIL is
=HOK =IKJC PDA łRA *=D=N=PJ=O KB PDA ?KQJPNUO AJPN=H -Q>HE? 0A?PKN
Enterprises.
SAIL manufactures and sells a broad range of steel products, including
hot and cold rolled sheets and coils, galvanised sheets, electrical sheets,
structural, railway products, plates, bars and rods, stainless steel and other
=HHKUOPAAHO0&)LNK@Q?AOENKJ=J@OPAAH=PłRAEJPACN=PA@LH=JPO=J@PDNAAOLA?E=HOPAAHLH=JPO HK?=PA@LNEJ?EL=HHU
in the eastern and central regions of India and situated close to domestic sources of raw materials, including the
Company’s iron ore, limestone and dolomite mines. The company has the distinction of being India’s second largest
producer of iron ore and of having the country’s second largest mines network. This gives SAIL a competitive edge
in terms of captive availability of iron ore, limestone, and dolomite which are inputs for steel making.
0&)OSE@AN=JCAKBHKJC=J@Ń=POPAAHLNK@Q?PO=NAIQ?DEJ@AI=J@EJPDA@KIAOPE?=OSAHH=OPDAEJPANJ=PEKJ=H
market. This vital responsibility is carried out by SAIL’s own Central Marketing Organisation (CMO) that transacts
>QOEJAOOPDNKQCDEPOJAPSKNGKBN=J?D0=HAO,Bł?AOOLNA=@=?NKOOPDABKQNNACEKJO !AL=NPIAJP=H4=NADKQOAO 
 KJOECJIAJPCAJPO=J@ QOPKIAN KJP=?P,Bł?AO *,O@KIAOPE?I=NGAPEJCABBKNPEOOQLLHAIAJPA@>UEPO
ever widening network of rural dealers who meet the demands of the smallest customers in the remotest corners of
the country. With the total number of dealers over 2000 , SAIL’s wide marketing spread ensures availability of quality
steel in virtually all the districts of the country.
SAIL’s International Trade Division (ITD), in New Delhi- an ISO 9001:2000 accredited unit of CMO, undertakes
ATLKNPOKB*EH@0PAAHLNK@Q?PO=J@-EC&NKJBNKI0&)OłRAEJPACN=PA@OPAAHLH=JPO4EPDPA?DJE?=H=J@I=J=CANE=H
expertise and know-how in steel making gained over four decades, SAIL’s Consultancy Division (SAILCON) at New
Delhi offers services and consultancy to clients world-wide.
SAIL has a well-equipped Research and Development Centre for Iron and Steel (RDCIS) at Ranchi which helps to
produce quality steel and develop new technologies for the steel industry. Besides, SAIL has its own in-house Centre
for Engineering and Technology (CET), Management Training Institute (MTI) and Safety Organisation at Ranchi. Our
captive mines are under the control of the Raw Materials Division in Kolkata. The Environment Management Division
and Growth Division of SAIL operate from their headquarters in Kolkata. Almost all our plants and major units are
&0, ANPEłA@SSSO=EH?KEn
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HPCL
HPCL is a Government of India Enterprise with a Navratna Status, and a Fortune 500 and Forbes 2000 company,
with an annual turnover of Rs. 1,32,670 Crores and sales/income from operations of Rs 1,43,396 Crores (US$
31,546 Millions) during FY 2010-11, having about 20% Marketing share in India among PSUs and a strong market
infrastructure. HPCL’s Crude Thruput and Market Sales (including exports) are 14.75 Million Metric Tonnes (MMT)
and 27.03 MMT respectively in the same period.
%- ) KLAN=PAO  I=FKN NAłJANEAO LNK@Q?EJC = SE@A R=NEAPU KB LAPNKHAQI BQAHO 
specialties, one in Mumbai (West Coast) of  Million Metric Tonnes Per Annum
(MMTPA) capacity and the other in Vishakapatnam, (East Coast) with a capacity of 
MMTPA%- )DKH@O=JAMQEPUOP=GAKBEJ*=JC=HKNA/AłJANU-APNK?DAIE?=HO
)EIEPA@ =OP=PAKBPDA=NPNAłJANU=P*=JC=HKNASEPD=?=L=?EPUKB**1-&J=@@EPEKJ 
%- )EO?KJOPNQ?PEJC=**1-NAłJANU=P=PDEJ@= EJPDAOP=PAKB-QJF=> =O='KEJP
venture with Mittal Energy Investments Private Ltd.
HPCL also owns and operates the H=NCAOP)Q>A/AłJANU in the India producing Lube
Base Oils of international standards, with a capacity of 335 TMT1DEO)Q>A/AłJANU
accounts for over 40% of the India’s total Lube Base Oil production.
%- )O R=OP I=NGAPEJC JAPSKNG ?KJOEOPO KB  7KJ=H KBł?AO EJ I=FKN ?EPEAO =J@  /ACEKJ=H ,Bł?AO
facilitated by a Supply & Distribution infrastructure comprising Terminals, Pipeline networks, Aviation
Service Stations, LPG Bottling Plants, Inland Relay Depots & Retail Outlets, Lube and LPG Distributorships.
%- )  KRAN PDA UA=NO  D=O IKRA@ BNKI OPNAJCPD PK OPNAJCPD KJ =HH BNKJPO 1DA NAłJEJC ?=L=?EPU OPA=@EHU
EJ?NA=OA@ BNKI  **1- EJ  PK  **1- LNAOAJPHU ,J PDA łJ=J?E=H BNKJP  PDA PQNJKRAN
has grown from Rs. 2687 Crores in 1984-85 to an impressive Rs 1,32,670 Crores in FY 2010-11.

SSSDEJ@QOP=JLAPNKHAQI?Km

Birla Edutech
Birla Edutech Limited has embarked on a journey to revolutionise education in India.
Its vision is to bring back creativity and the joy of learning to schools & nurture
sensitivity towards the Society, economy & Environment. It promises to build a
uniting culture, provide rich education and develop a strong sense of community
PDNKQCDA=?DKBEPOIQHPEB=?APA@EJOPEPQPEKJO!A@E?=PA@PKłJ@EJCJKRAHOKHQPEKJOPK
the greatest challenges of the day, it aims to prepare students for global leadership
in today’s complex world.
Birla Edutech Limited has already successfully entered the pre-school category with
Globetot’ers, a one of a kind eco-friendly pre-school, currently operational in Mumbai,
Hyderabad, Patna and will gradually expand to other parts of India.
Birla Edutech Limited is also setting up Open Minds – K-12 Schools and Super Specialty Colleges across the length
and breadth of the country as it believes in providing an ever relevant, world class and seamless education right
from preschool to the workplace. SSS>ENH=A@QPA?D?Km
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Kingdom of Netherlands
The Netherlands has an open and internationally-oriented economy. The longstanding business relationship between
&J@E==J@1DA+APDANH=J@OD=OEJPAJOEłA@OECJEł?=JPHUKRANPDAUA=NO1DA"I>=OOUOAJ@A=RKQNEOPKEJ?NA=OA&J@K
!QP?D?KKLAN=PEKJEJI=JUłAH@O >QPI=EJHUEJPN=@A EJRAOPIAJPO=J@0?EAJ?A=J@1A?DJKHKCU
Historical relations between India and The Netherlands started with the Dutch East Indian Company (VOC) more then
400 years ago. Today, the total volume of two way trade between India and The
+APDANH=J@OEO=NKQJ@>EHHEKJ20>QPCNKSPDłCQNAO=NAEILNAOOERA
KKLAN=PEKJEJPDA?QHPQN=HłAH@EO=HOKJKPKB=JUHAOOEILKNP=J?Aġ&J+KRAI>AN
2008 Amsterdam had organized a month-long India Festival portraying the
broad spectrum of the Indian culture. Also, The Netherlands was a partner
country in the Design Yatra in Mumbai in early September 2009.
More information can be obtained from: SSSDKHH=J@EJEJ@E=KNC

Panos South Asia
-=JKO0KQPDOE=D=OEPODA=@MQ=NPANOEJ(=PDI=J@QĠ+AL=H SEPD?KQJPNUKBł?AOEJ+AS!AHDEĠ&J@E=  KHKI>K
Ġ0NE )=JG=  (=N=?DE Ġ-=GEOP=J  =J@ !D=G= Ġ=JCH=@AOD  1DA NACEKJ=H KBł?A EJ (=PDI=J@Q S=O AOP=>HEODA@ EJ
 PDA&J@E=KBł?AEJ PDA0NE)=JG=KBł?APDA-=GEOP=JKBł?AEJ1DA=JCH=@AODKBł?AKLAJA@EJ
=O=HOKPDA+KNPD"=OPLNKFA?PKBł?AEJ$QS=D=PE4AIKRA@OKQPDPK DAJJ=EEJ'QHU PKAOP=>HEODKQN
$HK>=HEO=PEKJ-NKFA?PKBł?A/A?AJP@ARAHKLIAJPOEJ?HQ@APDA=@@EPEKJKBJASLNKCN=IIAOP=BB=J@PDA?NA=PEKJKB=
state-of-the-art media centre in Kathmandu.
The multiple roles of the regional centre are:
x To work in partnership with both local and regional partner organisations to stimulate and inform public and
policy debate, and to provide information on key environment and development issues that is accessible to
multiple target groups.
x To encourage and help develop traditional or innovative information, communications, activities and techniques,
to enable marginalised groups and communities to play an increasingly greater role in development debates (for
instance recording testimonies of indigenous people displaced by coal mining in Jharkhand or those of women
and children affected and infected by HIV/AIDS).
x To utilise issue-based training workshops to promote and build greater capacity in investigative reporting in the region.
x 1K AJC=CA EJ NAOA=N?D PD=P AJ=>HAO QO PK EJŃQAJ?A PDA >QEH@EJC KB ?=L=?EPU PK @A=H SEPD ?KJOP=JPHU ARKHREJC
opportunities and threats arising from new communication technologies. This is especially true with regard to
our activities on radio programming and technology to effectively use this communication tool.
x To implement activities to increase the quality of, and capacity for, a
continuing regional analysis of information and communications issues.
x To serve as a Southern communication nodal point which acts as a link
to the Northern media, ensuring that voices in the South have a greater
reach.

SSSL=JKOOKQPD=OE=KNC
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Gaia People
The Gaia People specialises in designing and implementing CSR strategies, employee engagement programmes and
communication campaigns for corporates in wildlife sand environment conservation. The premise of their business
is that it integrates corporate business goals with environmental conservation through engaging, focused, longterm and result-oriented strategies. The company also designs vacations and
volunteer holidays that support communities and conservation. The basis of
this project is to promote responsible tourism, wherein the holiday programs
are run by local people, thereby creating more jobs and greater income for
PDAI=J@EJ?NA=OA@>AJAłPOBKN?KJOANR=PEKJ SDEHAIEJEIEVEJCPDAJAC=PERA
impacts on local environments.

DPPLġSSSB=?A>KKG?KIL=CAO1DA$=E=-AKLHA6

TVEAP
1AHAREOEKJ BKN "@Q?=PEKJ  OE= -=?Eł?  PN=@EJC =O 13" OE= -=?Eł? Ġ=>>NARE=PA@ġ 13"-  EO @A@E?=PA@ PK
communicating sustainable development, humanitarian and social justice issues through the audio-visual and new
media.
4A=NA=JEJ@ALAJ@AJP JKJLNKłPIA@E=BKQJ@=PEKJPD=PSKNGOFKQNJ=HEOPE?=HHUEJPDALQ>HE?EJPANAOP4AHKKG=PDKS
individuals, communities and countries can make informed choices that affect their lives today and in the future.
#KQJ@A@EJ SAD=RA=@KVAJUA=NOATLANEAJ?AEJQOEJC=Q@EKREOQ=HIA@E=ĠPAHAREOEKJ RE@AK=J@łHI =J@
JASIA@E=Ġ&JPANJAP=J@4A> EJ@ARAHKLEJC?KQJPNEAOKBPDAOE=-=?Eł?
We engage in communication for social change by producing and distributing editorially
independent TV, video and web content. We also build capacity of TV producers, journalists,
łHII=GANO=J@?KIIQJEPEAOPKPAHHPDAENKSJOPKNEAOSSSPRA=LKNC
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ITC Hotels - for a green world
ITC Hotels is actively committed to the environment. As responsible corporate citizens, we recognise our commitment
towards maintaining a greener and healthier environment. WelcomEnviron is our vision for
a green world. It’s a multi-faceted programme started in order to propagate environmental
causes in the cities where ITC Hotels are located. The guiding principle is ‘Reduce, Reuse
and Recycle’. Each hotel has its own programme, encompassing local participation, creating
awareness among employees and internal conservation through energy-saving gadgets and
environment-friendly material. Our guests are also encouraged to be a part of our campaign,
‘Give back as much as you take from the environment’.
Awards
&1 *QCD=HSKJPDAGolden Peacock award for the year 2004.
&1 *=N=PD=SKJPDA#%/&"JRENKJIAJP D=ILEKJ=S=N@
&1 $NAAJ AJPNAS=OCERAJPDA20$NAAJQEH@EJC KQJ?EH-H=PEJQI/=PEJC
&1 %KPAHONA?AERA@PDAPATA Gold Environment Award in 2005 in the corporate category.

SSSEP?DKPAHOEJ

Department of Environment, Govt of NCT of Delhi
The Department of Environment has been assigned responsibility of improving the overall Environmental Quality
in Delhi. The Department is actively engaged in overall environmental assessment, monitoring, protection and
awareness rising among the people of Delhi. Multi-dimensional approach is being adopted by the Department for
promotion, conservation and preservation of Environment. The activities of Department of Environment are:

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

Motivating citizens of Delhi to keep surroundings clean and green.
Promoting an ethos of conservation of water by minimizing the use of water and wastage of water.
Motivating the citizens to imbibe habits and life styles supportive of minimum waste generation, source
separation of waste, disposing off the waste at the nearest storage point.
Composting horticulture waste, to use it as manure for kitchen gardens, nurseries, parks etc.
Creating awareness among public and sanitary workers to stop the indiscriminate burning of waste/leaves that
causes air pollution.
Sensitizing the citizens to minimize the use of plastic bags. Not to throw them in public places as they choke
drains and sewers. Being non-biodegradable they cause water logging and provide breeding ground for
mosquitoes. Also, to encourage the use of eco-friendly alternatives like jute, cloth and recycled paper bags,
etc.
Organising Tree plantation programmes in schools, residential areas,
parks, industrial areas etc.
Creating awareness for celebrating festivals like Dusshera, Diwali, Holi in
an eco friendly manner.
Educating the citizens about reuse of waste material by promoting the
concept of the three R’s i.e. Reduce, Reuse and Recycle.
Coordinating with the various Departments/Agencies to combat climate
change issues such as energy conservation, water conservation by
recycling of water, rain water harvesting, green building concept, use of
renewable energy, installation of CFL and promotion of battery operated
vehicle.

SSSAJRENKJIAJP@AHDECKRPJE?En
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Our Partners
National Science centre
The National Science Centre, Delhi is a unit of the National Council of Science Museums (NCSM), which is an
autonomous body under the Ministry of Culture of the Government of India. It is a pioneering institute engaged in
the popularisation of science among the people of the northern part of India in general and among the students in
particular. It was inaugurated on the 9th of January 1992 by the then Prime Minister of India. Since opening, the
Centre has rendered yeoman service to the cause of science popularisation.
Objectives

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Popularisation of Science among the general public at large & students in particular.
"BBKNPOPK=?DEARAO?EAJPEł?HEPAN=?UEJPDA?KQJPNU
1KEJ?QH?=PA0?EAJPEł?S=NAJAOO0?EAJPEł?1AILAN
1KKNC=JEOAR=NEKQOA@Q?=PEKJ=HLNKCN=IIAOBKNPDA>AJAłPKB
students, teachers & society.
Supporting curriculum based education at school & college
level by imparting teachers training.
Encouraging inquisitive minds to inculcate innovative ideas.
Display & demonstration of progress & achievements in various
łAH@OEJO?EAJ?A=J@PA?DJKHKCU
National Science
“Learning to Do”, “Learn Through Fun” have been chosen as
mode of learning.
Preserving the Science & Technology Heritage of the country.

Centre Delhi

SSSJO?@AHDEKNC
Norwegian Film Institute
The Norwegian Film Institute operates under the auspices of The Royal Norwegian Ministry for Culture and is the
CKRANJIAJPO?EREHATA?QPERA>K@UBKNPDAłHIOA?PKN=J@EPO=@REOKNEJMQAOPEKJOKBłHILKHE?U1DNKQCD/ACQH=PEKJO
@AHERANA@>UPDA*EJEOPNU=J@EPOCAJAN=HI=J@=PAPDA+#&EO?D=NCA@SEPDLQPPEJCPDACKRANJIAJPOłHILKHE?UEJPK
practice.
The NFI provides support for Norwegian Films, televisions series and electronic games, and organises training and
P=HAJP@ARAHKLIAJPEJPDAOA?PKN1DA#EHI&JOPEPQPANALNAOAJPO=J@EJBKNIO=>KQP+KNSACE=JłHIKJPDAJ=PEKJ=H=O
SAHH=OKJPDAEJPANJ=PEKJ=HHARAH1DNKQCDSSSJłJK PDA#EHI*QOAQI =J@ATDE>EPEKJOEJPDA#EHI%KQOAPDA+#&
LNKPA?PO=J@@EOOAIEJ=PAOGJKSHA@CAKB=J@QJ@ANOP=J@EJCKBPDA+KNSACE=JłHIDANEP=CA
The Institute is furthermore charged with facilitating and marketing Norway as
=J=PPN=?PERAODKKPEJCHK?=PEKJBKNBKNAECJłHILNK@Q?ANO1DA+KNSACE=J#EHI
Institute is located in the Film House in Dronningens gate 16 in downtown
,OHK1DA#EHI%KQOAEO=BK?=HLKEJPBKNPDAłHI>QOEJAOO PDALQ>HE?=J@BKN
łHI=@IEJEOPN=PEKJ
The Institute at present has approximately 100 employees, organised into
Departments of Production and Development, and of Promotion, Information,
Administration and Audiences. The latter department is in charge of the
Cinematheque. The NFI has at its disposal two state-of-the-art cinema theatres, the Tancred and the Lillebil.
1DA+KNSACE=J#EHI&JOPEPQPAEO=IAI>ANKBPDAEJPANJ=PEKJ=HłHI=N?DERAOKNC=JEO=PEKJ#&# =J@KB=JQI>ANKB
KPDANEJPANJ=PEKJ=H>K@EAO=J@KNC=JEO=PEKJOEJPDAłHIOA?PKN =IKJCPDAIPDA&JPANJ=PEKJ=H KQJ?EHKB"@Q?=PEKJ=H
Media, European Film Academy and Scandinavian Films.
The Film Institute represents Norway in the European co-production fund EURIMAGES and in the European
Audiovisual Observatory. SSSJłJo
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